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Fig. 5. Comparison of the SRM-based algorithms for the “Bad” channel,
SNR= 10 dB. SG: Standard stochastic gradient algorithm. Norm: Normalized
stochastic gradient algorithm. SRM: Off-line SRM algorithm of [3], whereSk

is obtained at timek by averaging all of the data through timek to estimate
ensemble averages. Conj Grad: Conjugate gradient algorithm. The results are
averaged over 200 sample trials.

where�i is the eigenvalue corresponding to theith eigenvector ofSZ :
If the initial guess is chosen on the unit circle (i.e.,kĥhh

2

0k = 1), the fact
that the magnitude of̂hhhk is nondecreasing and (5) can be used to show
[10] that convergence occurs in all of the modes if�< (2=�max),
where�max is the largest eigenvalue ofSZ : Since�max is difficult to
obtain, the conservative rule� � (2=tr(SZ)) is used instead, where
tr(SZ) = L(N � 1) �N�1

i=0
Ejyi(k)j

2 � LN(N � 1)�2, which can
be readily estimated if the signal-to-noise ratio is known.

Equation (5) suggests defining a normalized algorithm to eliminate
the kĥhhk�1k2 dependence in the convergence condition. The normal-
ized algorithm is obtained by using a variable gain factor�kĥhhk�1k

2

at thekth step. Employing this variable gain factor yields

ĥhhk = ĥhhk�1 � �
(kĥhhk�1k

2S�kĥhhk�1 � (ĥhh
T

k�1Skĥhh
�

k�1)ĥhhk�1)

kĥhhk�1k2
(6)

which is (3) of the main text. The convergence analysis of this
normalized stochastic gradient update follows similarly and implies
convergence if�< (2=�max):
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Cascaded Power Symmetric IIR Filter Banks and
Continuity Constrained Adaptive Algorithms
for Acoustic Echo Cancellation in Subbands

Oǧuz Tanŕıkulu and Anthony G. Constantinides

Abstract—The problem of aliasing in subband acoustic echo cancel-
lation (AEC) is addressed. Filter banks with implicit notch filtering are
derived from cascaded power symmetric–infinite impulse response (CPS-
IIR) filters. It is shown that adaptive filters used with these filter banks
must be coupled via continuity constraints to reduce the aliasing in the
residual echo. A continuity constrained NLMS algorithm is therefore
proposed and evaluated.

Index Terms—Adaptive filters, echo suppression, IIR digital filters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Teleconferencing systems and hands-free mobile terminals use
acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) for high-quality full-duplex speech
communication [1]. AEC in subbands is an effective way of reducing
the computational complexity [2], [3]. However, the performance is
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TABLE I
ALLPASS COEFFICIENTS OFH0(z) AND �H0(z)

limited due to the aliasing in the neighboring subbands. When highly
selective PS-IIR filters are used, aliasing appears as perceptually
disturbing narrowband components in the residual echo [4]. The phase
distortion on the reconstructed near-end speech is also significant
around subband edges. Therefore, notch filters were used in [4] to
deal with both problems.

The filter banks proposed in this correspondence perform notch
filtering implicitly by reducing the computational complexity and
delay in the analysis and synthesis banks. It is shown that the
adaptive filters operating in neighboring subbands must be coupled
via continuity constraints in order to ensure the existence of implicit
notches in the residual echo. The widely used NLMS algorithm is,
therefore, reformulated, and the resulting AEC system is evaluated
with synthetic and real signals.

II. POWER SYMMETRIC IIR FILTER BANKS

A PS-IIR filter has the transfer function

H0(z) =
A0(z

2) + z�1A1(z
2)

2

Am(z2) =

P �1

n=0

�m;n + z�2

1 + �m;nz�2
; m = 0; 1 (1)

whereAm(z2) are cascaded second-order allpass stages, and�m;n

are real coefficients. Methods for designing highly selective lowpass
PS-IIR filters can be found in [4]–[6]. PS-IIR filters satisfy thepower
symmetric property,1, H0(z)H

�

0 (z
�1) + H0(�z)H

�

0 (�z
�1) = 1,

and thenumerator symmetric propertyas described in [5]. Once a
prototype lowpass filter is available, the corresponding mirror image
highpass filter is given byH1(z) = H0(�z): Let z = ej�; then,
jH0(�=2)j = jH1(�=2)j = 1=

p
2 independent of�i;j , and therefore,

a binary-tree subband decomposition is necessary. The multirate
analysis bank (MAB) and the multirate synthesis bank (MSB) can
be efficiently implemented in polyphase form [4], [5].

When the synthesis bank filters are defined asG0(z) = 2H0(z),
and G1(z) = �2H1(z) for aliasing cancellation, the input–output
transfer function of the cascaded MAB and MSB is given by
T (z) = z�1A0(z

2)A1(z
2) [5]. There is no amplitude distortion

since T (z) is allpass. There is, however, phase distortion, and it
is most significant around� = (�=2) [4]. In [4], distributed notch
filters (DNF’s) are inserted at the input of each binary MAB so that
the spectral components around the subband edges are attenuated
over a narrow bandwidth. The basic DNF is designed from a PS-
IIR filter [4], and it has the transfer functionN(z) = (1=2)[(2 +
1z

�1+z�2=1+1z
�1+2z

�2) (2�1z
�1+z�2=1�1z

�1+
2z

�2)+(�+z�2=1+�z�2)]: The parameters of a typical DNF are
� = 0:854 081; 1 = 0:127 101; 2 = 0:919032: Note that highly
selective PS-IIR filters can be difficult to design for large(P0; P1):
An alternative design based on cascaded PS-IIR filters is described
in the next section.

1The power symmetric property and the paraunitary property are equivalent
for two-channel causal FIR QMF filter banks. See ([5, Sec. 14.9]) for an
extended discussion on the paraunitary property form-channel(m > 2) IIR
filter banks.

Fig. 1. Amplitude spectra of various prototype filters. (a) PR-FIR (32-taps).
(b) PS-IIR;H0(z): (c) CPS-IIR;H2

0 (z): (d) PS-IIR; �H0(z); ! = (�=2�):

III. CASCADED PS-IIR (CPS-IIR) FILTER BANKS

Let H0(z) be a lowpass, PS-IIR filter. Then, thep-fold CPS-IIR
transfer function

Hp
0 (z) =

[A0(z
2) + z�1A1(z

2)]p

2p
; p = 2; 3; 4; � � � (2)

is also lowpass. The passband sensitivity ofH0(z) is very low [7],
[8], and therefore,Hp

0 (z) has an acceptable passband ripple for small
p: Moreover, the stopband attenuation isp times higher, as shown
in Fig. 1, where(P0; P1) = (2; 1), and the stopband frequency is
�s = 1:885 rad for H0(z) and p = 2: A PS-IIR filter �H0(z) with
an amplitude spectrum similar to that ofH2

0 (z) is designed with
(P0; P1) = (3; 3) and �s = 1:885 rad. The allpass coefficients
of H0(z) and �H0(z) are tabulated in Table I. A 32-tapperfect
reconstruction(PR) FIR filter is also designed [5], whose amplitude
spectrum is also in Fig. 1.

After expanding (2), we have

Hp
0 (z) =

1

2p

p

i=0

p
p� i

Ap�i
0 Ai

1z
�i (3)

where we denoteA0(z
2) by A0 andA1(z

2) by A1 for convenience,

and m
n

def
= (m!=n!(m � n)!):

Remark 1 (Polyphase Structure):Assume thatp is even; then,
from (3), Hp

0 (z) = ( ~A0(z
2) + z�1 ~A1(z

2)=2, where

~A0(z
2) =

1

2p�1

p=2

i=0

p
p� 2i

Ap�2i
0 A2i

1 z
�2i (4)

~A1(z
2) =

1

2p�1

p=2�1

i=0

p
p� 2i� 1

Ap�2i�1
0 A2i+1

1 z�2i: (5)

The corresponding mirror image highpass filter is therefore given
by Hp

1 (z) = ( ~A0(z
2)� z�1 ~A1(z

2)=2), and the resulting filter bank
can be implemented in polyphase form, which is shown in Fig. 2 for
p = 2:
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Polyphase implementation of the multirate CPS-IIR filter bank
(p = 2): (a) Analysis bank. (b) Synthesis bank.

Theorem 1: Consider (2), and letp be even with the analysis bank
filters defined asHp

0 (z) andHp
1 (z): Let the synthesis bank filters be

G0(z)
def
= 2Hp

0 (z), andG1(z)
def
= �2Hp

1 (z): Then, i) the transfer
function of the cascaded MAB and MSB is given by

~T (z) = z�1 ~A0(z
2) ~A1(z

2) (6)

and ii) we have ((p=2): odd ) ~A0(z
2)bz=e = 0), and

((p=2): even) ~A1(z
2)bz=e = 0): Hence, ~T ((�=2)) = 0 for

all evenp, indicating that there is a notch at the output of the cascaded
MAB and MSB at� = (�=2):

The proof of i) is by analogy withT (z) = z�1A0(z
2)A1(z

2) for
the PS-IIR filters. The proof of ii) follows after evaluating (4) and
(5) at � = (�=2): Note that whenp is odd, the CPS-IIR filter bank
can be expressed in polyphase form. However, it can be verified that
there is no notch at� = (�=2):

The bandwidth of the implicit notch in relation to the allpass
coefficients of the prototype lowpass PS-IIR filterH0(z) is an
important design parameter. An approximate expression for this
parameter is obtained below forp = 2: From (4)–(6), we have
j ~T (�)j = 1

2
jA2

0(�) + e�j2�A2
1(�)j: Furthermore, using the allpass

propertyA0(�) = ej� (�); A1(�) = ej� (�), we getj ~T (�+(�=2))j =
j cos(�+(�=2)+�0(�+(�=2))��1(�+(�=2)))j: At the 3-dB point,

j ~T (�+(�=2))j = 1=
p
2, or equivalently,f(�)

def
= �+(�=4)+�0(�+

(�=2))��1(�+ (�=2)) = 0: The phase responses�m(�);m = 0; 1
are given by [4]�m(�) = �2 �P �1

n=0 arctan ((1 � �m;n=1 +
�m;n) tan(�)) from which it can be shown that

@�m � +
�

2
@�

�=0

= �2

P �1

n=0

1 + �m;n

1� �m;n

;
@2�m �+

�

2
@�2

�=0 = 0 : (7)

Furthermore, we also havef(0) = (�=4): Therefore, from the
truncated Taylor series off(�) around � = 0, the bandwidth
corresponding to the 3-dB points of the notch is approximately
obtained as

BW
def
= 2 j�j �

�

2

1� 2

P �1

n=0

1 + �0;n

1� �0;n
+ 2

P �1

n=0

1 + �1;n

1� �1;n

: (8)

For instance, theBW corresponding to the CPS-IIR filterH2
0 (z)

in Fig. 1 is 0.157 rad. From (8), we haveBW � 0:122 rad. The

approximation error occurs over 1.11% of the entire bandwidth;
� 2 [0; �]:

IV. GENERIC TWO-BAND AEC UNIT

In this section, we obtain the conditions such that the aliasing
at the output a generic two-band AEC unit [4] is attenuated by
an implicit notch filtering operation. Let us make the following
definitions in theZ domain:X(z) is the loudspeaker signal.S(z)
is the acoustic echo path that we take as linear and time-invariant
[3]. Then,D(z) = S(z)X(z) + Q(z) is the signal captured by the
microphone, whereS(z)X(z) is the acoustic echo, andQ(z) is the
near-end signal.E(z) is the fullband residual echo signal, andCCC(z)
is a2�2 predictor matrix whose off-diagonal terms are taken as zero
since cross-channel identification is not performed [3], [4]. Define the
vectorsxxx(z)

def
= [X(z) X(�z)]>; qqq(z) def

= [Q(z) Q(�z)]>; ggg(z) def
=

2[Hp
0 (z) �Hp

1 (z)]
> and the diagonal matrices

SSS(z)
def
= diagfS(z); S(�z)g;

CCC(z)
def
= diagfC1;1(z);C2;2(z)g; and

HHH(z)
def
=

Hp
0 (z) Hp

1 (z)
Hp

1 (z) Hp
0 (z)

:

We then have [4]E(z) = 1
2
gggT (z)([HHH(z)SSS(z)�CCC(z2)HHH(z)]xxx(z)+

HHH(z)qqq(z)), which on the unit circle yields

E(�) = ([H2p
0 (�)�H2p

1 (�)]S(�)

� [H2p
0 (�)C1;1(2�)�H2p

1 (�)C2;2(2�)])X(�)

�H2p
0 (�)H2p

1 (�)[C1;1(2�)� C2;2(2�)]X(�� �)

+ [H2p
0 (�)�H2p

1 (�)]Q(�): (9)

From Theorem 1, the last term in (9) is the near-end signal
reconstructed with a notch at� = (�=2): Note that the near-end
signal is reconstructed without aliasing. The second term is due to the
aliasing of the loudspeaker signal. Let us evaluate (9) at� = (�=2)
and use Theorem 1. We have

E
�

2
=� H2p

0

�

2
C1;1(�)

� H2p
1

�

2
C2;2(�) X

�

2

�H2p
0

�

2
H2p

1

�

2
[C1;1(�)

� C2;2(�)]X ��

2
: (10)

Clearly, if

C1;1(�) = C2;2(�)
(11)

all terms in (10) vanish, and we haveE((�=2)) = 0: Therefore, if the
continuity constraintin (11) is satisfied, then the residual echo signal
at � = (�=2) is identically zero. Furthermore, since the notch due
to the CPS-IIR filter bank has a nonzero transition band, the spectral
components around� = (�=2) will also be attenuated.

V. CONTINUITY CONSTRAINED NLMS (CC-NLMS) ALGORITHM

In the four-band binary-tree decomposition in Fig. 3, the continuity
constraints across the subband edges area = ~a; b = ~b; andc = ~c: At
the reduced rate, these are constraints are at� = 0 and� = �, and
in terms of the adaptive filtersWi; i = 1; 2; 3; 4; they are given by

Z>1 W1(k) =Z>2 W2(k);K>2 W2(k) = K>4 W4(k)

Z>3 W3(k) =Z>4 W4(k) (12)
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Fig. 3. Four-band binary-tree subband decomposition and the continuity
constraints.

whereZ>i
def
= [1 �1 1 �1 � � �]1�L ;K>i

def
= [1 1 1 1 � � �]1�L

andLi; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 are the number of adaptive coefficients in each
subband. Note that the continuity constraints are mild in the sense that
the adaptive coefficients are only forced to be spectrally continuous
across the subbands.

Consider the overall cost function

�̂J =
1

2

4

i=1

kWi(k)�Wi(k � 1)k22

�
1

kXi(k)k22
[X>

i (k)Wi(k)� yi(k)]
2

+ �1[Z
>

1 W1(k)� Z>2 W2(k)] + �2[K
>

2 W2(k)

�K>4 W4(k)] + �3[Z
>

3 W3(k)� Z>4 W4(k)] (13)

where �1; �2; and �3 are the Lagrange multipliers,yi(k) =

X>
i (k)Wi(k � 1) are the adaptive filter output, andkXi(k)k

2
2

def
=

X>
i (k)Xi(k): Let us also defineei(k)

def
= di(k) � yi(k) =

(1=�i) [X>
i (k)Wi(k) � yi(k)]: If we omit the constraints, the

minimization of (13) will lead to NLMS algorithms running
independently in each subband. After taking the derivatives of�̂J

with respect toWi(k) and equating to zero, we obtain the update
equations

W1(k) =W1(k � 1) +
�1e1(k)

kX1(k)k22
X1(k)� ��1Z1 (14)

W2(k) =W2(k � 1) +
�2e2(k)

kX2(k)k22
X2(k)

+ ��1Z2 � ��2K2 (15)

W3(k) =W3(k � 1) +
�3e3(k)

kX3(k)k22
X3(k)� ��3Z3 (16)

W4(k) =W4(k � 1) +
�4e4(k)

kX4(k)k22
X4(k)

+ ��2K4 + ��3Z4 (17)

where��1; �
�
2; �

�
3 are the optimal Lagrange multipliers.

We now make use of the continuity constraints in (12) by calculat-
ing Z>1 (14)�Z>2 (15);K>2 (15)�K>4 (17), andZ>3 (16)�Z>4 (17):
Note that we also useZ>1 W1(k� 1) = Z>2 W2(k� 1);K>2 W2(k�
1) = K>4 W4(k � 1), and Z>3 W3(k � 1) = Z>4 W4(k � 1) as
the continuity constraints at the previous instant. Therefore, it is
required that the adaptive coefficients are initialized such that these

constraints are satisfied. This can be achieved simply by initializing
all coefficients to zero. These manipulations lead to

L1 + L4 �Z>2 K2 0
�K>2 Z2 L2 + L4 K>4 Z4

0 Z>4 K4 L3 + L4

��1
��2
��3

=

�1e1(k)

kX1(k)k22
Z>1 X1(k)�

�2e2(k)

kX2(k)k22
Z>2 X2(k)

�2e2(k)

kX2(k)k22
K>2 X2(k)�

�4e4(k)

kX4(k)k22
K>4 X4(k)

�3e3(k)

kX3(k)k22
Z>3 X3(k)�

�4e4(k)

kX4(k)k22
Z>4 X4(k)

: (18)

If L2 and L4 are chosen as even numbers, thenZ>2 K2 = 0,
and Z>4 K4 = 0: Since the matrix on the left-hand side of (18)
becomes diagonal,��i can be solved in a straightforward manner.
Note that a safety constant�i > 0 can be added to each normalization
factorkXi(k)k

2
2, and this does not violate the continuity constraints.

The CC-NLMS adaptive algorithm for eight subbands is tabulated
in Table II.

The terms(�iei(k)=kXi(k)k
2
2)Xi(k) are already computed in

(14)–(17). Therefore, no multiplication operations are required in
order to compute��i : However, further addition/subtraction oper-
ations are necessary. Compared with NLMS algorithms running
independently in four subbands, the increase in the number of real
addition/subtraction operations is given by1

4
(9 + 2 �4

i=1 Li) at
the full rate.

VI. SIMULATIONS

Experiments are conducted where the level of echo cancellation
is measured by using the segmental echo return loss enhancement:
S-ERLE(i)

def
= 10 log10 ((�iS�1

k=(i�1)S d2(k)=�iS�1
k=(i�1)S e2(k))); i =

1; � � �, where

S window size;
d(k) microphone signal;
e(k) corresponding fullband residual echo signal.

The maximum and the mean values of S-ERLE(i) are computed over
i: The time of initial convergence (TIC) is also measured as the
time elapses until S-ERLE(i)= 10 dB. Four techniques are used for
echo cancellation. First, the PR-FIR filter in Fig. 1 and the NLMS
algorithm are used. Second, subband decomposition is performed by
PS-IIR filter banks. Third, the previous technique is used with the
DNF’s [4] whose parameters are given in Section V. Finally, the
proposed CPS-IIR filter banks are used with the CC-NLMS algorithm
presented in Section V.

Experiment 1: The loudspeaker signal is chosen as zero-mean and
white with unity variance. A 256-tap car cockpit echo path impulse
response is used [4]. The number of subbands is 4, and the step sizes
in each subband are chosen as 0.5. Each subband adaptive filter has
64 coefficients.

The amplitude spectra of the residual echo signals after conver-
gence are illustrated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), for a PR-FIR+ NLMS
technique, the residual echo signal has high-energy components at the
subband edges. In Fig. 4(b), with PS-IIR filters, these components
have narrower bandwidth but similar peak values. DNF’s inserted,
as described in [4], lead to the improved state in Fig. 4(c), where
the notches are clearly visible. Finally, for the proposed CPS-IIR+
CC-NLMS technique in Fig. 4(d), the notches at the subband edges
are again clearly visible. The notches in Fig. 4(d) are less pronounced
than the notches in Fig. 4(c). This can be expected since in the former
case, the DNF’s remove energy from the loudspeaker and microphone
signals as a preprocessing operation [4]. In the proposed CPS-IIR+
CC-NLMS technique, however, the notches are only formed after
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TABLE II
EIGHT-BAND CC-NLMS ALGORITHM

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH WHITE INPUT SIGNAL. THE NUMBER OF SUBBANDS IS 4

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH REAL SPEECH RECORDINGS. THE NUMBER OF SUBBANDS IS 4

adaptive filtering at the output of the synthesis bank. The results are
summarized in Table III.

Experiment 2: Experiments are conducted with female and male
speech signals recorded in a car at 8-KHz sampling frequency under
the single-talk condition. The step sizes and the lengths of the
adaptive filters are the same as in the previous experiment. The results
are presented in Table IV, where Max(S-ERLE), Mean(S-ERLE),
and TIC-10dB are provided, withS = 250 corresponding to 32-ms
windows. The results indicate that the performance of the proposed
CPS-IIR+ CC-NLMS technique is close to the performance of the

PS-IIR+ DNF+ NLMS technique. The PR-FIR+ NLMS technique
yields the lowest ERLE performance and the slowest convergence
behavior.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Power symmetric IIR filters are used in cascade form, and new
analysis and synthesis banks are proposed that can be implemented
in polyphase form. It is shown that when the number of cascades is
even, there is a notch at the subband division frequency at the output
of the analysis bank followed by the synthesis bank. The bandwidth
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Amplitude spectrum of the residual echo for (a) PR-FIR+ NLMS.
(b) PS-IIR+ NLMS. (c) PS-IIR+ DNF+ NLMS. (d) CPS-IIR+ CC-NLMS
technique! = (�=2�):

of the notch is estimated in terms of the allpass parameters of the
prototype PS-IIR filter. By investigating the generic two-band AEC, it
is shown that the adaptive filters in the neighboring subbands must be
coupled via continuity constraints. The NLMS algorithm is modified,
and the CC-NLMS algorithm is proposed. The experimental results
validate the anticipated attenuation of the aliased spectrum around
the subband division frequencies.

The continuity constraints in the proposed technique arepointwise
constraints that are enforced only at the subband edges. More well-
defined notches can be obtained, i) by further imposing the continuity
of the derivatives of the spectrum at the subband edges and ii) by
forcing a higher number of continuity constraints in a narrowband
around each subband division frequency. Both alternatives can be
considered within the same Lagrange optimization framework. Var-
ious implementations of least-squares adaptive algorithms can be
modified with continuity constraints for faster convergence and a
higher level of echo cancellation.
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Fast Ambiguity Processing in SOFAR Propagation
Involving Periodic Signals and Sequences

Didier Mauuary, Genevive Jourdain, and T. Terre

Abstract—Fast ambiguity processing can be used in active time delay
and Doppler identification in the sound fixing and ranging (SOFAR)
propagation context. They need periodic signals generated from pseudo-
random MMM sequences. In the particular case of the SOFAR, the range of
the observed Doppler effect enables use of the fastest version, provided
that the periodicity of the signal is correctly adjusted.

Index Terms—Computational complexity, delay-Doppler ambiguity,M
sequences, periodic signals, SOFAR propagation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A high delay-Doppler resolution signal having good propagating
properties in the sound fixing and ranging (SOFAR) channel is
generally a wideband signal modulated around a carrier frequency
f0. Its complex analytic form is

s(t) = s(t) exp(j2�f0t); 0 < t < T : (1)

s(t) stands for the complex envelope of the signal of durationT .
The received analytic signalr(t) is of the forms(t � �), where�
is the propagation delay. In this correspondence, first-order Doppler
effect, i.e., a linear variation of delay�(t), is considered:

r(t) = s(t� �(t)) = s(�t� �0) exp(j2�f0�t) (2)

where� = 1� � stands for the Doppler stretch factor and�0 for the
delay att = 0. Complex attenuation, as well as multipath effect, is
not explicitly written. Therefore, the baseband (i.e.,f0-demodulated)
signal r(t) has a residual frequency shift equal to�f0�. � is the
normalized Doppler.

The main characteristic of the acoustic waves in the SOFAR
channel is that they are axial waves: The elevation angles of the
eigenrays, connecting a source to a receiver, are limited in magnitude.
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